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ABSTRACT
The growing changes in our environment combined with the increased number of
catastrophic climate and weather- related events are occurring more frequently and continuing to
intensify in the United States and Worldwide. These events are resulting in mass destruction in
our environment and infrastructure, significant loss in human lives, and costing billions of
dollars in response and recovery. Although there is no way to prevent these events, governments
and populations can take steps to adapt and prepare for these events. This will ultimately
decrease the overall impacts that these events have on our environment and future generations to
come.
This paper will examine the historical and current status of the United States Federal
Emergency Management Agency. Along with evaluating federal disaster relief funding, available
immediate and government relief programs, and the effects extreme weather events such as
hurricanes and flooding have on the gulf coasts of the United States. Lastly, the study will
address necessary changes and recommendations to strengthen FEMA’s preparedness, response,
and recovery efforts for climate and weather-related events.
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DEFINITION OF TERMS
AAR- After-Action Report
Climate Change- the natural process where temperature, rainfall, wind, and other elements change over a
period of time (United Nations, 2021).
DHS - Department of Homeland Security
Disaster Recovery- process focuses on restoring, redeveloping, and revitalizing communities impacted
by a disaster (U.S. Department of the Interior, 2018)
Disaster Response- capabilities necessary to save lives, protect property and the environment, and meet
basic human needs after an incident has occurred (U.S. Department of Homeland Security FEMA, 2011)
DOD- U.S. Department of Defense
DRF - Disaster Relief Fund
EPA- U.S. Environmental Protection Agency
FCDA- Federal Civil Defense Administration
FEMA - U.S. Federal Emergency Management Agency
FRP- Federal Response Plan
Hazard Mitigation- any sustainable action that reduces or eliminates long-term risk to people and
property from future disasters (Department of Homeland Security FEMA, 2022)
HHS- U.S. Department of Health and Human Services
HUD- U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Development
Hurricane- a tropical storm with winds that have reached a constant speed of 74 miles per hour or more
and blow in a large spiral around a relatively calm center or "eye" (U.S. Department of Commerce, N. O.
A. A., 2019).
Man-made Disasters - extreme hazardous events that are caused by human beings. Including: chemical
or biological attacks, plane crashes, or acts of terrorism (National Environmental Health Association,
2022)

xii
Natural Disasters - any type of severe weather, which have the potential to pose a significant threat to
human health and safety, property, critical infrastructure, and homeland security (U.S Department of
Homeland Security, 2021)
NDRF- National Disaster Recovery Framework
NFIP- National Flood Insurance Program
NOAA- National Oceanic Atmospheric Administration
PDA- Preliminary Damage Report
SBA- Small Business Administration
SRIA- Sandy Recovery Improvement Act

WMO- World Meteorological Organization
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Chapter II
REVIEW OF LITERATURE
A review of the literature on the U.S. federal funding in response to climate change and
weather-related disasters. The five primary areas that will be covered are (1) impacts, frequency,
and cost of natural disasters in the United States, (2) historical hurricanes that have impacted the
gulf coast (3) U.S. history of FEMA in the past 50 years, (4) what FEMA and immediate
programs are in place to help in the aftermath of a natural disaster, and (5) recommendations or
changes that need to be made in order to effective U.S. federal funding in the aftermath of
climate or weather-related disasters.
Climate Change
Overview of Climate change
Climate change can be classified as the natural process where temperature, rainfall, wind,
and other elements change over a period of time (United Nations, 2021). Over the course of 1
million years, our world has changed, causing temperatures to become warmer and colder than
they have ever been. As global temperatures continue to rise, sea levels will do the same. As a
result, coastal areas will become vulnerable to high-tide floods that will move inward affecting
infrastructure, homes, and lives (Lindsey, 2020). Fast-forward to today, and it is easy to see the
impact that activities can have on the environment and earth itself.
Climate Change Worldwide
When discussing climate change, people generally think it is the warming of temperature,
but it is more than that. Because the Earth is alive, one part can influence changes in all others.
Some of the consequences of climate change are intense droughts, water scarcity, severe fires,
rising sea levels, flooding, melting polar ice, catastrophic storms and declining biodiversity
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(United Nations, 2021). Climate change is impacting every country in the world. Every country
was impacted differently; between the years 2000 and 2019, Asia experienced 3,068 disasters,
the Americas (North & South) experienced 1,756 events, and Africa experienced 1,192 disasters
events (United Nations Office for Disaster, 2020, pg. 9). The figure below illustrates the number
of disasters reported per country/ territory between 2000 and 2019 (United Nations Office for
Disaster, 2020 pg. 9). Figure 1 shows that the United States suffered the second highest number
of disaster events (467), just behind China which suffered 577 total disaster events.

Figure 1: Number of Worldwide Disasters reported between 2000-2019
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Climate Change in the United States
Climate change has been happening worldwide but it’s important to note that the
increased rate of frequency of these events are occurring within the United States. In 2014, U.S.
President Barack Obama expressed his concerns:
“This is not some distant problem of the future. This is a problem that is affecting
Americans right now. Whether it means increased flooding, greater vulnerability to
drought, more severe wildfires – all these things are having an impact on
Americans as we speak”.
“But the truth of the matter is that if we don’t do more, we're going to have bigger
problems, more risk of… extreme weather events that can result in people losing
their lives or losing their properties or businesses. And we’ve got to have the public
understand this is an issue that is going to impact our kids and our grandkids –
unless we do something about it.”
-

U.S. President Barack Obama, interview May 6, 2014

The World Meteorological Organization (WMO), reports that over the past 50 years,
more than 11,000 weather-related disasters (floods, storms, and drought) occurred between 1970
and 2019, leading to more than 2 million deaths and $3.64 trillion in economic losses (WMO,
2021, Hart, 2021). For example, extreme weather disasters include air pollution, disease, forced
displacement, food insecurity, and added pressure on mental health (WHO, 2016). Climate
change is considered one of the single biggest public health threats to humanity (Benjamin, 2008,
WHO, 2016). In 2008 Benjamin stated that few Americans were aware of the real consequences
climate change has on our communities, families, and children. However, today people are
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becoming more aware and concerned of the consequences that climates change can have on our
society.
The quantity and cost of climate and weather-related disasters are increasing over time
due to exposure (i.e risk of possible loss), vulnerability (damage and intensity at location), and
that climate change is increasing the frequency of certain types of extremes that lead to billiondollar disasters (NCA, 2018 Chapter 2). An article written by the New York Times highlights
that heat waves are more frequent, sea temperatures are rising, causing more flooding, wildfires
are growing bigger and starting earlier, and the overall air temperature is getting hotter.
Depending on the region of the United States that you live in will determine the type of
disaster event that will occur. The regions of the United States are: Northeast (light blue),
Southeast (Yellow) and Caribbean, Midwest and the Great Plains (brown), Southwest (red),
Northwest (turquoise), Alaska (purple), and Hawaii and Pacific Island (dark blue). Figure 2
below, demonstrates the regions and climate trends in the United States.

Figure 2: Major U.S. Climate Change Trends
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Natural Disasters
Natural Disasters are defined as being any type of severe weather, which have the
potential to pose a significant threat to human health and safety, property, critical infrastructure,
and homeland security” (U.S. Department of Homeland Security, 2021). The United States is
impacted by numerous weather and climate disasters that occur in all seasons. The most common
natural disasters that impact the United States include: droughts, flooding, wildfires, winter
storms, tropical cyclones, and severe storms. The charts below illustrate the types of natural
disasters that affect the U.S. and the regions that impact frequently between 1980-2019 (NOAA,
2020).

Figure 3: Billion-Dollar Weather and Climate Disaster Frequency Mapping 1980-2019
The populations that are most often impacted by these are those that live in Gulf coast
states. Those states are Florida, Alabama, Louisiana, Mississippi, and Texas. The impacts of
disasters will continue to increase in both cost and number as a result of increased exposure,
vulnerability, and climate change. These increases lead to more billion-dollar disasters (NCA,
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2018, NOAA, 2021). In recent years the U.S. reached a new record of annual weather and
climate disasters with 22 events, costing more than 10 billion dollars (NOAA, 2021). As a result,
in the next several years it can be predicted that droughts, wildfires, and flooding will negatively
impact the United States. For the purpose of this paper, I will be focusing on Hurricanes, which
are natural disasters that commonly affect the gulf coast and the western seaboard.
The most common places in the United States that are impacted by hurricanes are states
that are located in the gulf coast and the western seaboard. Florida, Louisiana, Texas, Alabama,
Mississippi, Georgia are all U.S. states that border the Gulf of Mexico, making them part of the
gulf coast. Coastlines are vulnerable to hurricanes, high sea levels, and intense rainfall, which
will result in destruction and massive flooding.
Hurricanes
Hurricanes are one of the most well-known natural disasters that occur in the United
States. The most common states that experience hurricanes are those in the Atlantic or the Pacific
Ocean along the United States coast line. Hurricanes begin to form over the ocean when air is
rising from tropical or subtropical bodies of water and creates severe low pressure, this is also
called a low-pressure system or zone. When a low-pressure system or zone is formed, it creates a
strong force of winds rotating at a speed ranging from 74mph to 185mph at the core. The core of
the storm, also known as the “eye” of the hurricane, averages about 20 miles in diameter.
However, the hurricane itself can measure up to a few hundred miles in diameter. Once a
hurricane reaches land fall, they sweep the ocean inward, generating a windstorm, along with
heavy rainfall and severe flooding.
Although meteorologists are able to predict the path of a hurricane in advance, it is
important for all populations to know what disasters and hazards could affect their area.
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Hurricane’s season takes place for both Atlantic and Pacific coast states between the months of
May and November (U.S. Department of Homeland Security FEMA, 2021). During those
months, it’s important for the population living in those locations to be observant and ready for
anything. Hurricanes are known to be one of the most unpredictable and destructive disasters to
impact the United States. In recent years, as technology has gotten more advanced, it has become
easier to track when and where a hurricane will make landfall. This has also helped
meteorologists to track the intensity and effects it can have on surrounding areas. Meteorologists
use the Saffir-Simpson Scale, which aids in classifying the storm on a scale of one to five based
on wind velocity, central pressure, and height of storm surge unit (U.S. Department of
Commerce, 2019).
Table 1: Saffir Simpson Hurricane Scale
Category
1

Wind Speed
74-95 mph

Damage Summary
Dangerous winds that will produce some damage

2

96-110mph

Extremely Dangerous winds that will cause extensive damage

3

111-130mph

Destructive damage will occur

4

131-155mph

Catastrophic damage will occur

5

>155 mph

Catastrophic damage will occur

(National Hurricane Center and Central Pacific Hurricane Center, 2021)
Hurricanes are the most destructive and costly events, where the total losses of damages
amount almost $1 trillion since 1980 (NCA, 2018, NOAA, 2021). Some of the most destructive
and costly natural disasters in U.S. history include Hurricane Andrew in 1992, Hurricane Charley
in 2004, Hurricane Katrina in 2005, Hurricane Irma in 2017, Hurricane Harvey, and the most
recent Hurricane Michael. Determining a risk, can help individuals be ready for hazards both on
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the coastline and inland. Some of the potential hazards are rip currents, storm surges, inland
flooding, tornados, and strong winds (The United States Department of Commerce, 2021). While
hurricanes occur on the coasts, inland areas of the U.S. can also be impacted by hurricanes in the
form of strong winds, heavy rain, and flooding. Although there are other states that are impacted
by hurricanes, for the purpose of this paper I will be focusing on the states located in the gulf
coast.
Hurricanes have made landfall in the Gulf coast of the United States over the years,
causing destruction and devastation to the people, homes, and cities in its path. Hurricanes can be
categorized by their intensity, cost, and the number of deaths that occur. According to the
Weather Channel, almost 300 hurricanes have made landfall in the U.S. since 1851 (The
Weather Channel,2019). The article goes on to talk about the most intense hurricanes that have
made landfall in U.S. history.
The first hurricane to be recorded by the National Oceanic and Atmospheric
Administration (NOAA) at the National Hurricane Center was in 1900. The first recorded
hurricane that made landfall in the United States was Hurricane Galveston. The Great Storm of
1900 made landfall on September 8, 1900 in Galveston Texas. The Great Storm of 1900 received
its name of Hurricane Galveston due to the lack of naming hurricanes, along with it being
historic in a way that no storm had come before it and nothing would come after it (Craft, 2021).
Due to the lack of forecasting tools and warning system, combined with the misbelief that
a catastrophic storm could form near Galveston Texas due to its shallow continental shelf. The
people of Galveston were not prepared for the Category 4 hurricane that would impact them,
causing the loss of 12,000 lives, with 8,000 (Craft, 2021) of them being people on the island. The
Great Galveston Hurricane devastated the city with winds between 130 and 140 MPH, with a
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storm surge exceeding 15 feet (U.S. Department of Commerce, 2006 revised 2021). The total
cost of destruction and damage was estimated to have exceeded $20 million ($700 today) and
caused destruction to 2,636 homes, along with other infrastructure in the city. The Great
Galveston Storm of 1900 still remains the deadliest natural disasters in United States history
(Hayes, 2019). While 1900 lacked the proper tools and technology to predict hurricanes, times
have changed. United States meteorologists can now help citizens be better prepared for
approaching storms.
When tracking a hurricane's intensity, meteorologists look at the pressure near the center
of the cyclone and closely monitor it. If a meteorologist finds lower pressure, this means that the
hurricane will have stronger winds and has the potential to be destructive and cause damage to
anything in its path (Weather Channel, 2019). The top five most intense hurricanes to make
landfall in the United States are Labor Day Hurricane of 1935, Hurricane Camille of 1969,
Hurricane Michael of 2018, Hurricane Katrina of 2005, and Hurricane Andrew 1992. Although
there are a lot of other historical hurricanes that have made landfall in the United States, these
ones caused the most catastrophic damage.
Historical Hurricanes in United States History
Labor Day Hurricane 1935
The first hurricane that they identified, is the Labor Day Hurricane that made landfall on
August 29, 1935. The Labor Day Hurricanes made landfall in the Florida Keys, and was a
Category 5 storm. This hurricane started out as a Category 1 but once making landfall it
strengthened to be a Category 5. According to Meteorologist Nick Meriano of Spectrum News,
this hurricane was “one of the most brutal hurricanes to ever strike the state of Florida”
(Meriano, 2021). This hurricane remains to be the strongest hurricane to ever make landfall in
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the United States. As the storm moved inwards toward the Florida Keys, with a barometric
pressure of 26.98, and a wind speed of 150-200 MPH, with the highest wind gust measuring at
250 MPH. Though the storm only covered a small radius of 15 miles, the destruction it caused
was unbelievable for being such a strong but powerful storm. The hurricane is estimated to have
claimed the lives of 408 people and a total cost of damage of $6 million dollars (The Weather
Channel, 2019).
Hurricane Camille 1969
The second hurricane The Weather Channel identified was Hurricane Camille that made
landfall on August 17, 1969. According to the NOAA, 51 years ago one of the most powerful,
deadly, and destructive hurricanes formed west of the Cayman Islands and would later make
landfall in Mississippi and Louisiana Gulf Coast (NOAA, 2021). Hurricane Camille made
landfall along the Mississippi Gulf Coast and is one of only four Category 5 hurricanes to ever
make landfall in the continental United States (Barry et al., 2019). Camille is estimated to have
had wind gusts measuring 175 MPH along the coast. Hurricane Camille measured 24.6 feet in
Southern Mississippi setting a record for U.S. storm surges, which would later be broken in 2005
by Hurricane Katrina (Weather Channel, 2019).
Camille devastated both Mississippi and Louisiana, and left the Blue Ridge Mountain of
Virginia with large amounts of rain ranging from 12-20 inches, causing both flash flooding and
landslides. Overall, the hurricane's combination of winds, surges, and rainfall caused 256 deaths
(143 on the Gulf Coast and 113 in the Virginia floods), the total cost amounted to $1.421 billion
($10.4 billion in 2021) in damages (NOAA, 2021). The total cost of damage in today's economy
would be the equivalent to about $9.9 billion dollars in 2019 U.S. dollars (Sebree, 2020). As a
result of the damages and deaths that occurred during the storm, the name was later retired.
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Hurricane Michael 2018
The third hurricane identified by the Weather Channel is Hurricane Michael that made
landfall October 10, 2018 in Florida. According to the NOAA, the storm's estimated intensity
when it hit the coast of Florida was 155 MPH, making Michael a Category 4 storm but it would
later be upgraded to a Category 5 storm with wind speeds up to 160 MPH (NOAA, 2019).
According to a report by the National Hurricane Center, Michael caused heavy rainfall between
6-11 inches, 16 known tornadoes, and severe flooding (Beven II et al., 2018). The heavy
rainfall, powerful winds, and the overall storm surge, resulted in 16 deaths. Those 16 deaths can
be broken up by states: 7 in Florida, 5 in Virginia, 3 in North Carolina, and 1 in Georgia (Beven
II et al., 2018). Michael is the third Category 4 or higher storm to make landfall in the United
States since 2017 (Enloe et al., 2021). Hurricane Michael is the first Category 5 storm to impact
the United States mainland since Hurricane Andrew of 1992 and only the fourth on record,
among those storms are the 1935 Labor Day Hurricane and 1969 Hurricane Camille (Enloe et.,
2021). The overall damages cost the United States a total of $25 billion (27.5 B today), with
about 18.4 billion occurring in Florida.
Hurricane Katrina 2005
Hurricane Katrina made landfall in the U.S. in August 2005, and would become one of
the most powerful and historical storms to ever hit the United States. Katrina became a large and
extremely powerful hurricane that would cause massive destruction and a remarkable number of
casualties. The storm was rated as a Category 3 hurricane that brought heavy winds ranging from
100- 140 MPH and stretched a crossed 400 miles (History.com Editors, 2009). It also made
landfall in the U.S. more than once, striking southeast Louisiana with wind speeds at 125 MPH
and making landfall once more along the Gulf Coast of Mississippi with wind speeds of 120
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MPH. The storm produced large amounts of rain ranging from 5-10 inches and in some areas
more than 12 inches, that would lead to mass flooding. In New Orleans, Louisiana, the property
loss and damages were intensified due to the failed levee system that separated the city from the
surrounding lakes. As a result, at least 80% of the city of New Orleans was 20 inch (6 meters)
under water. Due to the combination of heavy rainfall, strong winds, and the failure of the levee
system (U.S. Department of Commerce, 2019).
Hurricane Katrina was responsible for the tragic deaths of 1,833 people, with 1,000 alone
being in Louisiana, and damaged or destroyed 275,00 homes in its path (U.S. Department of
Commerce, 2019). However, the damage and casualties were widespread, impacting Louisiana,
Mississippi, Alabama, and the western Florida panhandle. The storm would also break the record
for being the costliest hurricane to ever hit the United States with the cost totaling $108 billion
($147 billion in 2021) in damages (U.S. Department of Commerce, 2019). According to the
Department of Housing and Urban Development, 80 percent of the city of New Orleans was
underwater, leaving more than 1 million homes damaged and millions of residents displaced, and
3 million residents registered to receive FEMA assistance (Richardson, 2021). Hurricane Katrina
still remains the most expensive, deadliest, and devastating hurricanes in United States history,
breaking the record that was once held by Hurricane Andrew in 1992.
Hurricane Andrew 1992
It has been nearly three decades since Hurricane Andrew made landfall in southern
Florida on August 24, 1992. The powerful Category 5 hurricane made landfall, leveling every
city and community in its path. This storm had very similar characteristics to Hurricane Katrina
that would later impact Louisiana as a Category 3 storm. One of the main characteristics they
share is that both Katrina and Andrew made landfall twice, striking both Florida as a Category 5
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hurricane, and later making landfall in Louisiana as a Category 3 hurricane. The high winds
reaching 175 MPH were responsible for damaging or destroying 125,00 homes and leaving at
least 160,000 people homeless in Dade County, Florida (Enloe et al., 2021) In total, the storm
displaced 250,000 people (Victor, 2021). According to the National Oceanic and Atmospheric
Administration, Andrew was blamed for 61 deaths and an estimated $27 million in damage, or
$47.8 billion in 2017 dollars (Enloe et al., 2021).
In 1992, this made Andrew the costliest hurricane in U.S. history; this record had now
been broken by Katrina in 2005 and Sandy in 2012 (Victor, 2021). Hurricane Andrew would
make history as the costliest hurricane in United States history; the record has since been passed
by Katrina in 2005 and Sandy in 2012. Andrew joins both Camille (1969) and the Labor Day
Hurricane (1935) as the only category 5 hurricanes to make landfall and impact the United States
mainland (Enloe et al., 2021). Hurricane Andrew would also join the list of being one of the
costliest hurricanes to impact the United States since 1980, coming in at number six behind
Katrina (2005), Harvey (2017), Maria (2017), Sandy (2017), and Irma (2017).
While the hurricanes listed above are not the only hurricanes to impact the United States,
they are some of the deadliest, costliest, and intense hurricanes to strike the gulf coast. Each of
these hurricanes have made history in their own way, whether it be during the storm or the
extensive damage that they caused along the way. In addition, a hurricane producing high winds
and storm surges, one of the biggest threats they impose on coastal areas is heavy rainfall. As a
result, torrential rains cause massive flooding and landslides, leaving entire cities underwater.
Flooding
Flooding is defined as temporary bodies of water that are on normally dry areas of land
and is one of the most common natural disasters in the United States (U.S. Department of
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Homeland Security, 2021). In a report from the Federal Emergency Management Agency, also
referred to as “FEMA'', estimated that about 8,651,000 people or a little more than 3% of the
total U.S. population live in a flood hazard zone and will have a 1% chance annually of being
impacted (Crowell et al., 2010). The flood hazard zones include U.S. territory such as: the
Atlantic, Gulf, Pacific, and the Great Lakes coasts. Furthermore, FEMA states 22,424,000 people
or 7.9% of the U.S. total population lives in areas that border open ocean coasts and have a 1%
chance of coastal floods hazard areas as defined by FEMA (Crowell et al., 2010). The risks of
climate change, hurricanes, and flooding will continue to increase, and the impacts will continue
to have a negative effect on our society.
Impacts of Natural Disasters
Natural disasters and climate related events affect humans in many ways. As previously
stated, the United States has seen an increased frequency and intensity of natural disasters. For
the purpose of this paper, I will be discussing the impact of hurricanes on populations living in
the gulf coast and eastern seaboard of the United States. “Extreme weather and climate-related
events are known to cause essential infrastructure failures, economic losses, and population
displacements, leading to a variety of health issues (Bell et al., 2016). Extreme weather events
like hurricanes will affect human health by causing death, injury, illness, destruction to
infrastructure, and economic losses. These impacts can be experienced before or after the event,
as individuals can be involved in activities that put your health at risk, such as disaster
preparation and post-event cleanup (Lane et al., 2013, Bell et al., 2016).
Health Impacts
The Center for Disease Control and Prevention, climate change, along with human-made
health stressors, influence human health and disease in numerous ways (CDC, 2021). The
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impacts of climate and weather-related events pose a significant threat to the health of the
American people Nationwide. The frequency of these events threatens our food and water
sources, the air we breathe, and our interactions with our natural environment (Melillo, J. M.
(T.C.), 2014). Weather events like hurricanes are often more severe, causing long-lasting airquality threats, the transmission of diseases through food, water, and disease transmitters (ticks,
mosquitoes). As a result, these long-lasting threats add stress to our mental health and our overall
physical well-being (CDC, 2020, Melillo, J. M. (T.C.), 2014). Climate change experts predict
that these extreme weather events will continue to impact human health. While climate change
and weather-related events can impact all American health, some regions and populations are
more vulnerable than others.
Vulnerable Populations
According to the U.S. Global Change Research Program, “the vulnerability of any given
group is a function of its sensitivity to climate change-related health risks, its exposure to those
risks, and the capacity for responding to or coping with climate variability and change” (Gable et
al., 2016). Vulnerable populations can be identified as those with low income, communities of
color, immigrant groups, indigenous people, children, pregnant women, older adults, people with
disabilities, and people living with pre-existing health conditions. For example, populations
living in poverty-stricken urban areas or secluded rural areas, floodplains and coastlines, will
face a greater risk of being exposed to extreme weather events, and experiencing social and
economic stressors (Gable et al., 2016).
Communities and populations that can experience greater or lesser health risks depend on
social, political, and economic factors collectively known as social determinants of health
(Braveman et al., 2011). A person’s exposure, sensitivity, and adaptive capacity can determine
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the health impacts. For example, people with limited economic resources living in areas with
deteriorating infrastructure are more likely to experience excessive impacts and less likely to
recover after extreme events (Fothergill et al., 2004, Finch et al., 2010) increasing their
vulnerability to climate-related health effects.
Infrastructure Impacts
A natural disaster can disrupt essential things in a person’s life in many ways. When a
natural disaster occurs, the aftermath of the event can cause a disturbance in a person’s ability to
access and capabilities to everyday essentials. Essential infrastructure includes public health
facilities (hospitals), transportation infrastructure (trains, roads), energy grids, and water
treatment (Bell et al., 2016). The disruption of essential infrastructure can obstruct evacuation
from hazardous areas where a disaster has just struck, leading to a delay in essential health care
that will impact the disaster victims (Deshmukh, Oh, and Hastak, 2011; Skinner, Yantzi, and
Rosenberg, 2009). Infrastructure systems rely on one another, this can result in the failure of
multiple essential systems being inaccessible, and as a result, multiple will fail in the aftermath
of a disaster (Bell et al., 2016). The failure of multiple systems has historically been seen when
electrical systems are down. These effects have been seen in hospital facilities, transportation,
and water and sewage treatment systems (Klinger, Landeg, and Murray, 2014). Not all
infrastructure is built to withstand all local extreme weather events’ magnitude and severity,
which will result in extensive failure during and after an extreme event.
Although specific infrastructures are designed to protect and perform when needed the
most, as the frequency and intensity of storm systems increase, their performance capabilities are
compromised (Dell et al., 2014; Fennell et al., 2015). For example, in 2005 Hurricane Katrina
left the city of New Orleans and surrounding areas of Louisiana devastated by significant
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flooding due to overtopping or breaching the levee system. Before Hurricane Katrina made
landfall in New Orleans, it was well known that the infrastructure of the levee would not be able
to withstand the most severe hurricanes (House of Representatives, Congress, 2005, p.87). The
direct causes of the breach were identified as (1) the collapse of several levees with concrete
flood walls due to poor design and (2) the floodwall was not designed high enough to be a
critical life-saving structure (Andersen, 2007, p.v-vi). It is common to have some overtopping of
levees during a major storm. However, if the infrastructure is made with material subject to
erosion, it can cause catastrophic outcomes, put lives at risk, and cause economic losses in the
metropolitan area of New Orleans.
Economic Impacts
Billion Dollar Disasters 1980-2021
When a natural disaster strikes, it can greatly impact the economy, the environment, and
public health. According to the NOAA’s National Centers for Environmental Information
(NCEI), weather and climate-related disasters have affected the United States economically and
socially (Smith et al., 2020; NOAA, 2022). Table 2 shows a breakdown of the number of
disasters, total cost, and the number of lives lost due to the billion-dollar disasters in the United
States between 1980 and 2021. The United States experienced an average of 7.4 weather and
climate-related disasters yearly, with 310 events in total (NOAA, 2022). Those 310 events
amounted to $51.4 billion yearly, with the overall cost and damages exceeding $2.155 trillion,
resulting in 14,485 deaths (361 per year). The trend of historically high numbers of costly
disasters and major losses of life still continues today. .
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Table 2: United States Billion Dollar Disaster from 1980-2021

National Centers for Environmental Information, 2022

In the year 2021, eight weather or climate disaster events are estimated to exceed $1
billion each affecting the United States (as of October 2021). In 2020 alone, the U.S. experienced
a record-breaking 30 tropical cyclones, which broke the previous record of 28 back in 2005, the
same year of catastrophic Hurricane Katrina (NOAA, 2021). Although only 12 of them reached
the United States, seven of them became billion-dollar disasters, becoming a new record.
Recent disasters, such as Hurricane Katrina (2005) and Hurricane Harvey (2017), point
out the differing impacts disasters have on particular communities, generally those that lack the
necessary resources to cope and recover from such events (Donner & Rodriguez, 2008).
The rapid growth in population and economic development in hazard-prone areas has
increased the probability that multiple disasters will cause harm and destruction to buildings,
bridges, power plants, and other infrastructure, impacting communities, their economy, and other
societal activities (Li et al., 2012). As communities continue to expand and develop, the
continued effects of natural disasters will result in economic loss and the loss of life (Bell et al.,
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2018). To prevent these patterns from repeating themselves, the public and the government can
develop ways to invest in funding to prepare and recover.
As the United States faces more natural disasters, it is crucial to provide the proper
measures to aid and assist citizens following the aftermath of weather-related and man-made
disasters. One step that can be taken to improve federal funding is to understand the history and
function of general disaster relief. By reviewing the past and present functions of federal
funding, we must determine how federal funding is currently being used and whom it is
benefiting. The following section will break down the overall history of the United State Federal
Funding for Disaster Relief.
United States Emergency Management and Federal Funding
Overview
Emergency management, in general, has been around from the dawn of time. “As long as
there have been disasters, individuals and communities have tried to do something about them;
however, organized attempts at dealing with disasters did not occur until much later in modern
time” (Haddow et al., 2003, pp 1). Individuals and communities have tried to respond to them
and organize ways to deal with and recover from them; however, this would not happen until
later in history. Natural disasters, extreme weather events, and climate-related disasters have
impacted the lives of Americans and the environments that we inhabit for centuries. The
frequency, severity, and intensity of these disasters will only continue to affect the U.S.
Therefore, as society continues to grow into the environment around us, we will face an
increasing number of events that will lead to emergencies, crises, and catastrophic disasters. As
these numbers continue to increase, the expectation is that the government at all levels (federal,
state, and local) will aid and assist when these events occur (Schroder et al., 2001).
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“Despite the historic persistence and future inevitability of disasters and emergencies, and
the perhaps overly optimistic belief that something can and should be done about them,
Americans, as our contradictory rhetoric demonstrates, have never settled the question
concerning the role of the federal government in dealing with such incidents” (Schroder et al.,
2001).
This next section will break down the history of U.S. disaster relief, the changes that have
been made over the years, and how disaster relief funding is used today.
Federal domestic disaster relief has been around for nearly 80 years but had a very
minimal and narrow scope that did not address humanitarian needs and would rely on private
organizations at local government levels to handle (Congressional Research, 2020). Emergency
management is an essential role in the government; however, it was more seen as a role of state
and local governments as the primary responders and the federal government in the secondary
role. Emergency management is defined as “the discipline dealing with risk and risk avoidance
(Haddow et al., 2003, pp 2).
Common issues of defining and organizing emergency management stem from the
function of the severity and likelihood of an encounter. Attitudes toward the preparation and
response to weather-related or climate disasters are seen as short-term programs for the
government. For example, “generally, emergencies and disasters are easily dismissed as unlikely
to happen, more likely to happen to someone else, or liable to happen on someone else's watch”
(Schroeder et al., 2001). This thought process leads to the failure of preparing and responding to
a traumatic event, leaving human lives in danger. Over time as catastrophic disaster events have
occurred, the growing need for emergency management has increased.
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History of Government Programs
Early History 1800-1950
In 1803, the port city of Portsmouth, New Hampshire received federal government
financial assistance following a series of devastating fires. This was the first time the U.S.
government was involved in a local disaster. The subsequent federal assistance for disaster relief
occurred a century later. In 1933, the administration of Franklin D. Roosevelt would be the first
to establish a tool to stimulate the economy and invest in emergency management functions
made by the U.S. federal government (Haddow et al., 2003, pp. 2). The creation of a federal
emergency management department made it possible for Reconstruction Finance Corporations
and the Bureau of Public Roads to receive disaster relief funds to repair and reconstruct roads
and other public facilities in the aftermath of a disaster (Haddow et al., 2003).
Table 3: Government Acts and Programs Between 1800-1950
Federal Government
Programs
Flood Control Act

Year of Operation
1917, 1928, 1936

Purpose of Department or Legislations
Created to reduce flood control thru levees, floodwalls,
and spillways to protect people and property
(Department of Homeland Security FEMA, 2020)

Reconstruction Finance Corporation

1932

Authorized financial support and loans to state and
local gov. to aid agriculture, commerce and industry
(Zard, 1973)

Federal Works Agency

1939

Established to combine federal government agencies
dealing with public works not related to the normal
work of other departments (Haddow et al., 2003)

Disaster Surplus Property Program

1947

Authorizes the federal government to provide surplus
property to state and local governments for disaster
relief (Haddow. et al, 2003)

Second Deficiency Appropriation Act

1948

Redefined the conditions for presidents to provide
funding following a man-made or natural disaster
(Congressional Record, 1948)
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1920-1930’s Acts and Programs
At the start of the century, the United States faced several challenges, from the Great
Depression to several major disasters, including the Dust Bowl in the Midwest, and the Long
Beach earthquake in California. These significant events, among others, would lead President
Roosevelt to create methods to manage National emergencies. The creation of emergency
management by President Roosevelt, an important piece of emergency management legislation
would be passed with the 1934 Flood Control Act. This Act would give the U.S. Army Corps of
Engineering the authority to design and control flood projects (Haddow, et al., 2003). This would
prove to be an important investment to help protect those at risk of flooding who live in places
near bodies of water and create safe population growth in those areas. Non-governmental
agencies provided a majority of disaster relief during this time. According to a FEMA report,
while the federal government did not have a role in disaster response operations during this time,
it instead supported the American Red Cross to provide and organize relief efforts for impacted
communities (Department of Homeland Security FEMA, 2019). The development of science,
providing society a chance to learn and evolve, is an approach to emergency management and
disaster relief.
1940-1950’s Acts and Programs
Between 1947 and 1950, following the Second World War, the federal government began
to understand the importance of being involved with response and recovery beyond specific
incidents. In 1947, Congress authorized the federal government to provide surplus property to
state and local governments for disaster relief under the Disaster Surplus Property Program, now
Renamed Federal Surplus Property Program (Painter, 2020). This program provided critical
medical supplies and construction equipment directly to local communities. However, the
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Surplus Property program would only last a short time before President Truman was notified by
the Administrator of the Federal Works Agency that relief supplies would not be provided to
communities as a long-term program (U.S. President, 1948, pp. 46, Painter, 2020). On June 25,
1948, Congress created The Second Deficiency Appropriation Act of 1948. This act redefined
the conditions for Presidents to provide funding (See Table 2). These conditions included:
●

The Governor of any State can declare the need for government assistance in the
aftermath of a man-made or natural disaster

● No expenditures will be made for any catastrophes until the Governor of the impacted
State has entered into an agreement with the Government agency
● Government assistance should not be used for departmental personal services
● Government assistance should not be used for permanent construction
● Authorization by the President must be granted before federal agencies can
participate in emergency assistance (Painter, 2020).
This Appropriation Act allows the acting U.S. Presidents to supply necessary funds and
assistance to state and local governments in the aftermath of a catastrophic natural disaster. Some
of the elements featured in this Act can be seen in the current disaster relief structure. This
includes (a) the President determining a disaster has occurred and federal aid is required, (b) the
State has a role to determine the need and committed state resources to be eligible for federal
support, (c) additional aid is available to State and local government but is not provided to fund
the entire relief effort, and (d) the President may direct federal agencies to participate in
emergency assistance (P.L. 81-3, P.L. 81-5; 63 Stat. 5, Painter, 2020, pp.11).
In total, between the years 1803 to 1950, Congress passed 128 separate laws relating to
disaster relief. The lack of understanding of legislation led to an unmanageable system, which
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required Congress to pass the Disaster Relief Act of 1950 to provide support following a disaster
(U.S. Department of Homeland Security FEMA, 2019, pp.16). This would later lead to the
establishment of an untitled Federal disaster relief in 1950, allowing state governments the
ability to request federal assistance with the help of the President declaring a state of emergency.
War and The Expansion of Emergency Management: 1950-1970
1950’s Emergency Management
The time of the 1950s brought on new changes, such as war and the continued need to
establish a disaster relief program in the United States. The Cold War created a fallout of nuclear
war and posed a new threat to society. In response, the government established the Federal Civil
Defense Administration (FCDA), to provide federal support, financial assistance, and emergency
preparedness (Haddow et al., 2003). The Disaster Relief Act of 1950 was established to provide:
“Orderly and continuing means of assistance by the Federal Government to
States and local governments in carrying out their responsibilities to alleviate
suffering and damage resulting from major disaster, to repair essential public
facilities in major disaster, and to foster the development of such State and local
organizations and plans to cope with major disaster as may be necessary” (P.L.
81-875; 64 Stat. 1109. & Congressional Research, 2020, pp. 12).
These two Acts aided the U.S. in creating a complete plan to handle National Emergency
Management. Prior to enacting the Disaster Relief Act of 1950, a limited amount of disaster
funds was authorized. However, under this Act, the first supplement provided $25 million, with
the first authorization of general disaster relief for $800,000 on August 31, 1951 (Painter, 2020).
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Table 4: U.S. Federal Government Acts Between 1950-1970
National Flood Insurance Act of 1968

Provided United States residential properties flood insurance coverage
(Painter, 2020)

National Flood Insurance Program 1968

Provide primary flood insurance to properties with serious flood risk,
and to reduce flood risk through the adoption of floodplain
management (Painter, 2020)

Disaster Relief Act 1970

Authorized federal programs to provide temporary housing assistance,
debris removal, and permanent replacement or repairs of state and local
facilities (P.L. 91-606)

Disaster Relief Act 1974

Focused on preparedness programs, and highlighted the need for
emergency declarations for major disasters (P.L. 93-288)

1960 Emergency Management
The 1960s brought another change to disaster relief funding. The Kennedy and Johnson
Administrations expanded federal funding further. In 1961, the Office of Emergency
Preparedness was created to manage natural disasters. A year later in 1962, federal funding was
broadened, and limitations were placed on several American territories and supplying grants for
repairs of state facilities (Painter, 2020). However, Congress continued to pass specific
legislation approving relief programs for major disasters. For example, in 1965 Hurricane Betsy
struck Southern Florida and Louisiana causing major damage. As a result, Congress passed the
National Insurance Act of 1968 that made flood insurance coverage available to homeowners
and established a national program for flood risk reduction (Federal Emergency Management
Agency, 2019, pp.16). This program became known as the National Flood Insurance Program
(NFIP).
In addition to The Disaster Relief Act of 1966 providing general assistance programs, it
was added that more assistance would be given to public colleges and universities and aiding in
the restoration of local public facilities (Painter, 2020). The Disaster Relief Act would be
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updated again in 1969, following the response to Hurricane Camille, this time the act expanded
the role the federal government would perform. The expansion created broader public and
individual assistance such as temporary housing, food assistance, unemployment assistance,
matching funds to help states develop preparedness plans, and permission to seek assistance from
the government in paying half the cost of restoration to public facilities (P.L. 91-606., Painter,
pp. 13). The current President could only enact the funds provided, and the programs would only
be offered until the end of the 1970 calendar year. These legislations would lead the United
States in the right direction to manage future natural disasters and understand the need for
emergency management and represent the importance of federal government involvement.
1970’s Emergency Management
The 1970s would bring more positive changes to emergency management and the federal
government’s involvement in the aftermath of a natural disaster. Many of the programs that were
created following Hurricane Camille would become permanent, including temporary housing
assistance, debris removal, and permanent restoration and replacement of state and local public
facilities (P.L. 91-606, Painter, 2020). The responsibility of emergency management and disaster
relief would become a part of five federal departments and agencies. These agencies included;
the Department of Commerce (weather, warning, and fire protection), the General Service
Administration provided continuity of government, stockpiling, and federal preparedness, the
Treasury Department providing import investigation, the Nuclear Regulatory Commission in
charge of power plants, and the Department of Housing and Urban Development (HUD)
responsible for flood insurance and disaster relief (Haddow et al. 2003, pp. 5).
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Table 5: U.S. Government Federal Departments
U.S. Federal Departments

Year of Creation

U.S. Army Corps of Engineering

March 16, 1802

General Service Administration

July 1, 1949

Department of Defense (DOD)

August 1, 1961

Department of Housing and Urban
Development (HUD)

September 9, 1965

Purpose of Department
Provides public engineering service to strengthen
U.S. National security, economy, and reduce risk
of disaster (Painter, 2020)
-1949: Dispose war surplus goods, manage
government records, handle emergency
preparedness, and stockpile supplies for wartime
-2022: Supervise government uses and supply
real estate, acquisition service, and technology
(U.S. General Services Administration, 2020)
Coordinated and managed federal, state, and local
civil defense program activities, lead postattack
and damage assessments, and government
preparedness planning
(McInnis, 2021)
U.S. Government executive department that
supervises federal housing, urban development
laws, and rental assistance (Painter, 2020)

The Disaster Relief Act of 1974 created a more preparedness program and presented the
concept of emergency declaration to assist in cases where the impacts of the disaster are not
considered major. When a major disaster struck, the Department of Housing and Urban
Development (HUD) and the Federal Disaster Assistance Administration took charge of ensuring
the response and recovery through the National Flood Insurance Program under the Federal
Insurance Act (Haddow et. al, 2003). The military would also become involved as the Defense
Civil Preparedness Agency in case of nuclear attacks and the U.S. Army Corps of Engineering to
aid with flooding control. Due to the concerns of various risks and potential disasters, over 100
other agencies would become involved in risk or disaster situations (Haddow et al., 2003).
The pattern of multiple organizations being involved at all levels of government created
frustration over whose responsibility it was to handle the response and recovery following the
disaster. The growing need for one central emergency management agency to take control was
led by a group of state civil defense directors. Among them were Lacy Suiter of Tennessee and
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Eric Jones of Illinois to create a single federal emergency management agency that would handle
all activities through the National Governors Association (Haddow et al., 2003). There were
many attempts to find a solution to create this singular agency; however, no one could agree on
which agency should be responsible.
The National Governors Association would submit a request to state governments
seeking a National-level disaster management organization capable of handling both man-made
and natural disasters. This would lead to the response of President Jimmy Carter, submitting
Reorganization Plan Number 3 (3 CFR 1978, 5 U.S, Code 903) to Congress requesting the
consolidation of emergency preparedness, mitigation, and response activities into one Federal
Emergency Management Agency on June 19, 1978 (Federal Emergency Management Agency,
2019). “Reorganization Plan Number 3 transferred the following agencies or functions to
FEMA: National Fire Prevention Control Administration (Department of Commerce), Federal
Insurance Administration (HUD), Federal Broadcast System (executive Office of the President),
Defense Civil Preparedness Agency (DoD), Federal Assistance Administration (HUD), and the
Federal Preparedness Agency (GSA)” (Haddow, et al., 2003, pp. 6). The Reorganization Plan
Number 3 connected several fundamental organizational principles:
“First, Federal authorities to anticipate, prepare for, and respond to major civil
emergencies should be supervised by one official responsible to the President and given attention
by other officials at the highest levels. Second, an effective civil defense system requires the
most efficient use of all available resources. Third, whenever possible, emergency
responsibilities should be extensions of federal agencies. Fourth, federal hazard mitigation
activities should be closely linked with emergency preparedness and response functions.”
(Haddow et al, pp. 6).
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As of late March 1979, more than 100 separate agencies were still involved in emergency
response. The Three Mile Island Nuclear Accident in Harrisburg, Pennsylvania would require the
support of more than 100 agencies to coordinate the response and recovery of this incident. As a
result, the efforts were disorganized and ineffective, once again proving the greater need for one
coordinated emergency management agency (Department of Homeland Security FEMA, 2019).
The Creation of FEMA 1980
On April 1, 1979, President Jimmy Carter signed Executive Order 12127, establishing
the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA) and activating his reorganization plan. A
few days later, on April 3, 1979, FEMA had full budgetary line allocation set for the upcoming
fiscal year, without the proposed ties to the presidency or structural integration (Schroder et al.,
2001, pp.372). Shortly after, President Carter signed Executive Order 12148 on July 20, 1979,
giving FEMA the dual mission of emergency management and civil defense (Department of
Homeland Security FEMA, 2019, pp. 17). This administrative decision would combine FEMA
with other agencies such as the Defense Civil Preparedness Agency from the Department of
Defense, the Federal Disaster Assistance Administration from the Department of Housing and
Urban Development, and the Federal Preparedness Agency from the General Services
Administration (Department of Homeland Security FEMA, 2019). All decisions established by
FEMA and the FEMA director would be reported directly to the President.
In August 1979, President Jimmy Carter selected former Office of Personnel
Management (OPM) John Macy to serve as the first FEMA director John Macy was named the
first FEMA director, serving from August 1979 to January 1981. Macy was tasked with the
responsibility of unifying an organization that was divided not only by its location but also by its
philosophies. He approached this situation by focusing on the similarities between natural
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hazards preparedness and civil defense creating a new concept he called “integrated emergency
management systems (IEMS)” (Haddow et al., 2003, pp. 7). This system approached all hazards
through direction, control, and warning systems common to all emergencies, whether small
isolated incidents or major emergencies. During John Macy’s time as FEMA director, he was
quoted saying:
President Carter has honored me by requesting that I assume the responsibility as the first
director of the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA)... I believe that the five
agencies that are brought together under the leadership of that single executive have a
high degree of program compatibility and that through their merger greater effectiveness
and efficiency can be achieved in the performance of the Federal Government's role.
(Federal Emergency Management Agency, 2019)
While Macy gave his best effort to operate FEMA, many of the entities continued to
pursue their own interest and answered to independent bosses of congress. Although, this action
would not be the main focus, where some major disasters occurred during this period and a new
presidency. The defeat of Jimmy Carter by Ronald Reagan in November of 1979 would postpone
the development of FEMA as President Regan had other ideas for the role it would play in the
new “Reagan philosophy of government” (Schroeder et al., 2003, pp.372). During Macy’s time,
he had created a professional and nonpartisan evaluation of FEMA’s programs and outlined the
direction for future plans.
However, this construct would change when President Reagan's team took over, creating
many challenges. President Reagan announced that all of the previous briefing books would be
“trashed,” all top staff were blamed for the agency’s problems, and they would be let go shortly
after (Schroeder et al., 2003). This would lead to the creation of the Civil Service Reform Act of
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1978, allowing more flexibility in assigning, reassigning, and removing civil servants. This Act
was intended to demote career staffers to desk jobs in hopes that they would resign and open up a
position for political appointees or non-career senior executive service positions.
In April 1981, Regan announced that he had selected the next Director for FEMA,
naming Louis O. Giuffrida (Schroeder et al., 2003). Louis O. Giuffrida was one of the
president’s closest advisors, but he also had experience working at the state level with training in
terrorism and preparedness training. President Regan would allow Giuffrida the opportunity to
reconstruct FEMA and align the program to match the administration’s policies and his
professional background, but the ultimate focus was preparing for nuclear attacks (Haddow. et
al., 2003).
As the director, Giuffrida dealt with unique challenges and often found himself directing
FEMA to be involved in things outside of their jurisdiction. FEMA became involved with
leading civilian governments in the aftermath of a nuclear attack, managing federal response to
the contamination at Love Canal and Times Beach, Missouri, and the Cuban refugee crisis
(Haddow et al, 2003). Although he did manage to create a headquarter agency in Washington, he
still struggled with significant moral problems. Giuffrida’s leadership style and operation of
FEMA had many governments officials question whether or not he should be the director of
FEMA. This would lead to an investigation by the Department of Justice and a congressional
hearing to investigate senior political officials of FEMA (Haddow et al., 2003). As a result,
Giuffrida and other top aides resigned due to various charges that included the mishandling of
government funds.
President Regan appointed General Julius Becton as the new FEMA director following
Giuffrida’s the resignation. General Becton was a retired military general, and the former
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director of the Office of Foreign Disaster Assistance for the State Department. During his time as
director, he restored the reliability of both operations and appropriation of the agency. However,
he also had some issues when he expanded the duties of FEMA to aid the Department of Defense
(DoD) to take over the program that dealt with the cleanup of chemical stockpiles on the bases.
Due to the lack of funds and FEMA’s expertise in handling this problem, the DoD and the
Army's Responsibility was placed on to supply operations to both agencies (Haddow et al.,
2003). This situation caused political problems for both agencies and failed to advance local
emergency management operations that the DoD presumed.
Other issues would arise along the way, as the focus of FEMA had once again changed
from preparing for natural hazards, instead to providing more resources to security priorities.
Senator Al Gore recognized that FEMA still needed to be prepared for natural disasters that
could occur in the United States and cause massive casualties. For example, in hearing about
FEMA’s responsibilities, being the leader of the National Earthquake Hazards Reduction
Program (NEHRP), he states that “reports had indicated that up 200,000 casualties could occur
once again in the New Madrid fault” (Haddow et al., 2003, pp.8). The legislators that established
the NEHRP asked FEMA to develop a recovery plan to respond to potentially catastrophic
weather events; this plan would become known as the Federal Response Plan. Lastly, Senator
Gore called on FEMA to prioritize their relationship with federal, state, and local partners to
assist in natural hazard planning.
The year 1988 would bring more debates to Congress, but a major reform of the federal
disaster policy would occur. The disaster policy became known as the Stewart McKinneyRobert Stafford Act, although it was still in question whether FEMA would have the ability to
support a national emergency management system.
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Robert T. Stafford Disaster Relief and Emergency Assistance Act
The Robert T. Stafford Disaster Relief and Emergency Assistance Act (Stafford Act) was
signed into Law on November 23, 1988. This act replaced the Disaster Relief Act of 1974 (See
Table 2). The federal government has recognized over time that disasters cause loss of life,
income, and property that creates human suffering and disrupts the normal functions of life for
the government, communities, and affects the lives of individuals and families around the United
States. Thus, the intent of Congress, with the Stafford Act, is to provide orderly and continued
Federal Government Assistance to states and local governments to carry out their responsibilities
to relieve damage and suffering from disasters.
This Act gives authorization to the acting President to respond to major disasters or
declare an emergency following the aftermath of a catastrophic event in the United States that
has devastated state and local governments (McCarthy, 2011). When the President declares an
emergency: (a) the government distributes federal aid to individual, families, certain nonprofit
organization, and public agencies, (b) Congress allocates funds to the Disaster Relief Fund
(DRF), through both annual appropriations and emergency supplemental appropriation, that
provide disaster assistance that is authorized by the Stafford Act, and (c) the Federal Emergency
Management Agency (FEMA) and the Department of Homeland Security (DHS) oversees
majority, while others are supervised by the President (McCarthy, 2011).
Disaster Relief Fund
The Disaster Relief Fund is an ongoing account used by Congress to provide funds to
FEMA for disaster response activities and pay for continuous recovery programs, due to declared
major disasters and emergencies (Lindsay, B.R., McCarthy, F.X., Painter, W.L., 2016). As
previously stated, The Robert T. Stafford Disaster Relief and Emergency Assistance Act (P.L.
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93-288 the Stafford Act), gives authorization to the President to declare a major disaster,
following the response of a governor or tribal Nation leader’s request for federal assistance. As
previously stated, the DRF was originally started in 1948 to allocate funds approved by the
President to be used for temporary emergency assistance in communities in the aftermath of a
natural disaster.
The DRF receives funding through an annual appropriation process that begins with the
creation of an Administration formulated budget request for the account (McCarthy, 2011). The
budget request outlines: (1) the funding level that is currently available in the DRF, (2) the fiveyear average of “normal disaster costs, (3) the pending recovery costs, and (4) the estimated
monthly “recoveries” of the unnecessary funds (Lindsay, B.R., Murry, J., 2014). The DRF is
funded annually, meaning there is a “no year” account meaning that unused funds from the
previous fiscal year are passed over to the next fiscal year (Lindsay, B.R., Murry, J., 2014).
Between the fiscal years 2002-2011, the administration requested roughly $1.9 billion per
year from the DRF. However, the average amount spent on the DRF during that period was $350
million per month, or $4.2 billion per year (Lindsay, B.R., McCarthy, F.X., Painter, W.L., 2016).
As a result, Congress usually provides additional funding through supplemental appropriations,
to plan for the shortage in the annual budget. When there is a shortage of funds, there are
generally two main contributors, such as the DRF funds did not budget for the high cost of the
disaster in the annual appropriation process, and the distribution of disaster events has become
unpredictable overtime (Lindsay, B.R., McCarthy, F.X., Painter, W.L., 2016). According to data
retrieved from a FEMA report, following 1996, sixteen major disasters were declared, resulting
in a total cost of more than $500 million. Although disasters causing more than $500 million
were considered atypical events, there has been a growing number of these incidents happening
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more frequently (Lindsay, B.R., McCarthy, F.X., Painter, W.L., 2016). The table below
demonstrates the number of declared major disasters and FEMA’s projected cost related to the
DRF.
Table 6: Major Disaster Declarations and Total DRF Appropriation Between FY 2004- 2013

(Lindsay, B.R., McCarthy, F.X., Painter, W.L., 2016).
Table 7: Major Disaster Declarations and Total DRF Appropriation Between FY 2014-2020

(Lindsay, B.R., McCarthy, F.X., Painter, W.L., 2016).
The tables make two key points: (1) catastrophic events account for majority of DRF
fund, rather than the magnitude of major disaster declarations, and (2) the large amounts of
appropriations are allocated immediately following the catastrophic incident, and appropriation
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of funds are used to evaluate and address the total cost of long-term recovery (Lindsay, B.R.,
McCarthy, F.X., Painter, W.L., 2016). This process generally takes place in advance of the
occurrence of a catastrophic natural disaster. The following section will cover an overview of
what occurs before declaring a major disaster.
Before a Major Disaster Declaration
As a result of disasters impacting the U.S. federal government and all populations in the
United States, Congress has outlined the responsibilities of federal, state, and local government
before a major disaster occurs. Those responsibilities include:
● Modifying and expanding the scope of existing disaster relief programs
● Supporting the development of comprehensive disaster preparedness and
assistance procedures, programs, competencies, and organizations by the States
and local governments
● Completing excellent coordination and responsiveness of disaster preparedness
and relief programs
● Encouraging States, local governments, and individuals to protect themselves by
acquiring insurance coverage to supplement or replace government assistance
● Encouraging hazard mitigation measures to reduce losses from disasters,
including the development of land use and construction regulation
● Providing Federal assistance programs for public and private losses suffered in
disasters (Robert T. Stafford Disaster Relief and Emergency Assistance Act,
2021).
The Stafford Act has the authority to authorize five types of actions to declare a state of
emergency or major disaster. Two of them have already been listed above; the other three
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include (a) fire management declaration, (b) the necessities of defense resources before a major
disaster are declared, and (c) the decision to prepare supplies and resources ahead of the event
(U.S. General Accounting Office, 1993, pp.3 & Robert T. Stafford Disaster Relief and
Emergency Assistance Act, 2021).
After a Major Disaster Declaration
Governor’s request major disaster declarations after their state have suffered major
destruction and needs assistance from the federal government. The President is then responsible
for taking action by either (1) issuing a major disaster or emergency declaration or (2) declining
the request (Robert T. Stafford Disaster Relief and Emergency Assistance Act, 2021). A major
declaration can be issued following natural catastrophes such as:
● hurricane, tornado, storm, high water, wind-driven water, tidal waves, tsunami,
earthquakes, volcanic eruption, landslide, mudslide, snowstorm, or drought.
(Regardless of the cause) (42 U.S.C. 5122(2) & Robert T. Stafford Disaster
Relief and Emergency Assistance Act).
Today, the Robert T. Stafford Act provides the Federal Government the authority to
deliver resources and response in the event of a major disaster. This act also identifies and
defines the types of occurrences or conditions in which disaster assistance can be provided. For
FEMA to provide government assistance under the Stafford Act, following the declaration of a
major disaster or emergency, FEMA must receive allocated funds from the Disaster Relief Act.
One year later, in 1989, two devastating natural disasters created many issues for FEMA.
In September, Hurricane Hugo devastated the U.S. Virgins, Puerto Rico, and both North and
South Carolina. Hurricane Hugo resulted in the loss of more than 85 deaths and $15 billion in
damage (Haddow et al., 2003). A few years later, 1992 brought the 27 federal agencies and
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departments together, along with the American Red Cross, to create the first Federal Response
Plan (U.S. Department of Homeland Security FEMA, 2019).
This plan would lead to the creation of coordinating Federal resources to assist the local
government when responding to disasters. Hurricane Andrew would occur, striking Florida and
Louisiana, causing destruction to infrastructure and leaving thousands of people homeless. As a
result of Hurricane Andrew, Congress authorized the use of the Stafford Act to provide Federal
relief and recovery operations and deliver emergency preparedness and mitigation procedures
(Federal Emergency Management Agency, 2019). Despite FEMA’s best efforts to deliver
preparedness programs, Hurricane Andrew proved to leave FEMA once again not ready to
respond and neither were the partners at the State and local levels (Haddow et al., 2003). Not
long after Hurricane Andrew, The Great Midwest Floods of 1993 resulted in major disaster
declarations in nine states (Haddow et al., 2003).
FEMA Assistance 1990-2001
In 1993, Bill Clinton took office as President, naming James Witt the acting FEMA
director, created customer service training, and reorganized the agency. Witt also created a
FEMA service center for survivors to choose to apply either in-person at the centers or through
an over-the-phone assistance. Additionally, the mitigation program proved valuable and
encouraged communities to create better building practices and increase outreach programs
focused on building disaster-resistant communities (U.S. Department of Homeland Security
FEMA, 2019). Not long after, FEMA would face another need for disaster response in 1994,
when the Northridge California earthquake occurred. This disaster gave FEMA the ability to test
their new disaster services and the chance to create more. Within the next several years, states
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and local communities would call on FEMA to assist them with natural hazards including killer
tornadoes, ice storms, hurricanes, floods, wildfires, and droughts.
The year 1995 brought on new challenges when the Oklahoma City bombing occurred;
this would create a new development of emergency management to respond to acts of terrorism
(Haddow et al., 2003). One year later in 1996, Congress passed the Defense Against Weapons of
Mass Destruction Act to restructure FEMA to protect the public from terrorists. President
Clinton, earlier that year, had promoted FEMA Directors to be at the cabinet-level, representing
the importance of disaster authority and obligations to respond and recover.
During this time, there was a debate about who would take on the responsibility of
handing terrorism. However, FEMA decided to take a step in its commitment to disaster
mitigation. Their first step was constructing a new community-based approach called Project
Impact: Disaster-Resistant Communities (Haddow et al., 2003). This project aimed to implement
emergency management and mitigation practices in every community across America. Congress
would later pass this project in 2000. Legislation reform to further advance disaster risk
reduction, called the Mitigation Act of 2000 (U.S. Department of Homeland Security FEMA,
2019). The Mitigation Act would mark the first time in history that disaster management
required state and local governments to assess risk and plan for mitigation efforts to receive
Federal mitigation grant assistance.
As the decade was coming to an end, FEMA was recognized as the leading emergency
management system in the world. The support and partnerships supporting emergency
management have increased, along with budgets. This proved that emergency management had
become a way to highlight economic and environmental issues on the table and became relevant
to a community’s quality of life. The profession of emergency management gained popularity.
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Individuals wanting to work in emergency management were evaluated on their training and
experiences rather than their relationships with community political leadership. The field of
emergency management has now become a respected, challenging, and desirable career.
FEMA Assistance 2001- 2005
The year 2001 would bring President George W. Bush into office and Joe Allbaugh as a
new director, a major reorganization of the agency, and a life-changing man-made disaster.
Allbaugh's first order of business was eliminating funding for Project Impact, just days before
the 6.8 magnitude Nisqually earthquake hit Seattle, Washington. The funding would later be
returned, as the Mayor of Seattle had credited Project Impact for lessening the damage of the
quake (Haddow et al., 2003). To reorganize the FEMA, Allbaugh reformed the Office of
National Preparedness (ONP), originally created in 1980 for World War II planning, and this
time focusing on terrorism. Not long after, the tragic terrorist attacks of September 11, 2001
unfolded, resulting in mass casualties and FEMA activating the Federal Response Plan in both
New York, Virginia, and Pennsylvania (Haddow, et al., 2003). FEMA aided in funding the
operations of removing debris, rebuilding major infrastructure in lower Manhattan, and
modernizing mass transportation systems (U.S. Department of Homeland Security FEMA,
2019). These attacks showcase a need for the Federal Government to create homeland security
and emergency management statutes.
In 2002 just one year after the terrorist attacks, President W. Bush signed the Homeland
Security Act, which would lead to the creation of the U.S. Department of Homeland Security
(DHS). Not long after in March 2003, FEMA and 21 other organizations were combined into one
department. During this same year, Joe Albaugh resigned as FEMA director and chose his acting
deputy director Mike Brown to become acting director of FEMA within the Department of
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Homeland Security. With the establishment of FEMA and DHS in place, the 2004 hurricane
season would bring four major hurricanes that would impact the state of Florida. Hurricanes
Charley, Frances, Ivan, and Jeanne caused mass destruction and would be the first DHS largescale response effort (U.S. Department of Homeland Security FEMA, 2019).
Emergency Management 2005-Present
In 2005, the United States’ most historical natural disaster made landfall in Mississippi,
causing massive devastation along the Gulf Coast. Hurricane Katrina left more than 1,800 people
dead, resulted in billion-dollar losses to infrastructure and the economy, and relocated families
all around the United States (U.S. Department of Homeland Security FEMA, 2019). Several
warning signs from the National Hurricane Center predicted that the Gulf Coast would have
another active hurricane season, with the most significant concern being a major storm striking
New Orleans (Haddow et al., 2003). The Federal Government’s response to the catastrophic
effects of Hurricane Katrina encountered criticism, and this would result in a reevaluation of
federal disaster response efforts and how they are implemented. Congress passed a Post-Katrina
Emergency Management Reform Act in 2006 that established FEMA as an agency within The
Department of Homeland Security (DHS). This Post-Katrina Act gave FEMA Administrators the
principal advisor to the President for all emergency management in the United States. This Act
also organized the key principle that FEMA would provide accelerated Federal aid and support
to states to save lives and prevent suffering, (U.S. Department of Homeland Security FEMA,
2020). In simpler terms:
The primary mission of FEMA is to reduce loss of life, property, and to protect the
Nation from man-made or natural disaster, by leading and supporting the Nation in a risk
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based, emergency management system of preparedness, protection, response, recovery,
and mitigation (U.S. Department of Homeland Security FEMA, 2019).
Following this Act, all preparedness programs were transferred back to FEMA, and the
development of creating regional offices, disaster workforces, and building stronger relationships
and capabilities in emergency management. There were still a lot of improvements that FEMA
needed to be fully prepared to respond to major disasters. In 2011, President Obama created the
Presidential Policy Directive 8: National Preparedness, which acknowledged the need to develop
a national preparedness goal and a national preparedness system.
National Preparedness Goal
The National Preparedness Goal is “a secure and resilient Nation with the capabilities
required across the whole community (local, regional/metropolitan, state, tribal) to prevent,
protect against, mitigate, respond to, and recover from threats and hazards that pose the greatest
risk” (U.S. Department of Homeland Security FEMA, 2011). This document describes five
mission areas: a) prevention, b) protection, c) mitigation, and d) response and recovery, along
with 32 core capabilities that address the greatest risk to the Nation. All of these processes work
together to achieve the overall goal of our Nation. The National Preparedness Goal reflects the
lessons learned from previous disasters and real-world events. The goal is described as an
“integrated, layered, and all-of-Nation approach as our foundation for building and sustaining
core capabilities and preparing to deliver them effectively” (U.S. Department of Homeland
Security FEMA, 2020).
National Preparedness System
The National Preparedness System is “an organized process for everyone in the whole
community to move forward with their preparedness activities and achieve the National
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Preparedness Goal” (U.S. Homeland Security FEMA, 2019). The first step is to identify and
assess risk by referring back to past and present data to help predict any and all possible threats
or hazards. Secondly, estimate capability requirements by determining the best way possible to
handle risk. Thirdly, building and sustaining capabilities refers to finding new and old ways to
best solve the problem using limited resources. Fourthly, planning to deliver capabilities refers to
creating a plan to combine all organizations’ efforts. Lastly, validating capabilities refers to
testing the effectiveness of the plans that are in place. This can be seen when people participate
in training, exercises, and other activities that help improve skills for the future.
With the new federal preparedness plan and system in place, FEMA’s capabilities would
be tested just one year later when Hurricane Sandy impacted the East Coast stretching from
Maine to Florida. Hurricane Sandy left millions without power, destroyed hundreds of thousands
of homes, and caused millions of dollars in damages. According to a FEMA press release, the
Public Assistance Program FEMA gave nearly $15.2 billion for Hurricane Sandy- related debris
removal, emergency protective equipment, permanent restoration of public facilities and critical
infrastructure in New York and New Jersey” (U.S. Department of Homeland Security FEMA,
2017). Following the aftermath of Hurricane Sandy, Congress would once again pass a recovery
improvement act. This Act was known as the Sandy Recovery Improvement Act (SRIA) of 2013,
which allowed several significant changes in how FEMA provided federal disaster assistance to
survivors.
The next major disaster would not occur until years later in 2017, when the U.S. faced a
historic Atlantic hurricane season. This season would bring a series of three major hurricanes,
Hurricanes Harvey, Irma, and Maria, that would cause long-lasting damage to the southern
United States, surrounding islands, Puerto Rico, and the U.S. Virgin Islands (Department of
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Homeland Security FEMA, 2019). These disasters would result in FEMA coordinating resources
across multiple locations and deploying large numbers of personnel before and in the aftermath
of the storms to provide aid to survivors and communities impacted by them. According to a
2017 Hurricane Season FEMA After-Action Report, “As of April 30, 2018 FEMA had provided
$21.2 billion towards the impacts of these three hurricanes, that include disaster assistance to
survivors and the affected communities. (U.S. Department of Homeland Security FEMA, 2018).
Hurricane Harvey, Irma, and Maria’s total damages cost $265 billion. On the other side of the
United States, Northern California would suffer fast-moving wildfires.
Congress would respond to the multiple major disasters in 2017, by expanding the
Disaster Recovery Reform Act of 2018 (DRRA) goals. The DRRA was a law that featured the
Federal Government’s commitment to increasing funds in mitigation and building the
capabilities of states, local, tribal, and territorial partners (Federal Emergency Management
Agency, 2019). Along with increasing assistance, communities can plan and implement
programs that will assist their community in recovering and reducing the risk of disaster in the
future.
Disaster Assistance Following Natural Disaster
Immediate Assistance
American Red Cross and Salvation Army
As previously stated, the Federal government and FEMA require states and local governments to
undergo a service of assessing the disaster before providing relief to the impact area. As a result,
populations must turn to other sources to receive immediate resources, and this is where
organizations such as the American Red Cross, the Salvation Army, and the National Guard to
assist. Both the American Red Cross and the Salvation Army provide families and individuals
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with a safe place to shelter and meet their basic needs (See Table 8) (The American Red National
Red Cross, 2022, The Salvation Army USA, 2022). For example, in the aftermath of Hurricane
Harvey, the Salvation Army deployed 96 mobile feeding units: that served more than 2.8 million
meals, drinks, and snacks, along with providing a total of more than 400,000 hours of staff and
volunteer services to the community (The Salvation Army USA, 2022).
The National Guard
When a disaster strikes the Army National Guard and the Air National Guard are ready to
assist, deploying more than 300,000 troops that are trained to aid with hurricane responses.
These responses include, evacuations, communication, delivery of supplies, maintaining order,
and providing helicopters, boats and high-water vehicles (U.S. Department of Defense, 2019).
The National Guard collaborates with other local and state first responders to respond to
emergencies and disasters. In other words, when local and state response and resources become
overwhelmed, the national guard steps in to provide additional assistance and provide manpower
to assist with saving lives, preventing further suffering, and protecting property (Virginia
Commonwealth University, 2021). The National Guard provides disaster response that provides
relevant resources to areas in need in a timely manner. Some of the major roles they assist with
are aiding in evacuation, clearing debris and setting security perimeters, transporting supplies,
and manning point distribution. For example, in the aftermath of the 2005 Hurricane Katrina, the
National Guard assisted with transporting medical personnel, along with providing relief
services, food and water supplies, and transportation for people to reach supply distribution
centers.
In order for the national guard to deliver these relief efforts and aid the Department of
Defense (DoD) must provide funding for them to complete their mission following a major
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disaster. Once again, Hurricane Katrina provides a great example of the amount of funding that
is required to respond and recover for a major category hurricane. For example, in 2005 the
Department of Defense (DoD) allocated 1.9 billion in disaster relief funds to the national guard.
This was broken down into 960 million in emergency repairs to DoD facilities; 370 million for
evacuation support of 44,000 military personnel, and 32, DoD civilians; 570 million to pay to
mobilize and support 44,000 national guard personnel for a 45-day long recovery mission
(Congressional Research Service, 2006).
Table 8 below demonstrates all of the available immediate relief that The American Red
Cross, The Salvation Army, and The National Guard provide for the population when a major
disaster strikes and impacts their community.
Table 8: Immediate Relief Organizations
Organizations

Services Offered

American Red Cross

-Safe place to sleep
-Meals, snacks, and water
-Health services (First aid, refilling lost prescriptions, and
replacing lost eyeglasses
-Emotional and spiritual care
-Mental health services
-Help Connecting with loved ones
- Info. about disaster-related resources
- Childcare
-Laundry
- Other services provided by partners

Salvation Army

-Shelter
-Clean blankets
-Mobile Showers
-Daily Meals
-Emotional and spiritual care
-Long-term disaster recovery plans
-Restoring and rebuilding projects
-Financial help

National Guard

-Aiding in Evaluations
-Clearing Debris
-Setting Security Perimeters
-Transporting Supplies
- Manning Points of Distribution

(The American Red National Red Cross, 2022, The Salvation Army USA, 2022, Virginia
Commonwealth University, 2021)
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Federal Government Assistance
The Robert T. Stafford Act is used today to give the federal government the ability to
respond and offer recovery assistance following a major disaster. The Federal Response Plan
(FRP), which was created in 1992, allowed the Federal government the opportunity to mobilize
federal resources and organize activities to assist both state and local governments after a
disaster. As previously stated, the Plan combined the efforts of FEMA, 27 other federal agencies
and departments, and the Red Cross to carry out relief assistance (U.S. Department of Homeland
Security FEMA, 2019). States and local governments do not always need the support of FEMA;
often, they can successfully handle disasters with the help of voluntary agencies and private
agencies. However, the number of disasters handled without the federal government is unknown;
it is estimated that around 3,5000 to 3,7000 did not require government assistance (U.S.
Department of Homeland Security FEMA, 2019).
For local or states to receive federal government assistance, they need to have a
Presidential disaster declaration. For example, if a disaster occurs and local emergency
management does not have adequate resources to respond, or an essential building suffers major
damage, then state assistance can be requested. Under the Federal Response Plan, the Federal
government is equipped to provide additional assistance to State and local governments in 12
major areas (U.S. Department of Homeland Security FEMA, 2019). The 15 major areas of
emergency support functions include: (1) Transportation, (2) Communication, (3) Public Works
and Engineering, (4) Firefighting, (5) Information and Planning, (6) Mass Care, Emergency
Assistance, Temporary Housing, and Human Services (7) Logistics, (8) Public Health and
Medical Services, (9) Search and Rescue, (10) Oil and Hazardous Material, (11) Agriculture and
Natural Resources (12) Energy, (13) Public Safety and Security, (14) Cross-Sector Business and
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Infrastructure, and (15) External Affairs (U.S. Department of Homeland Security FEMA, 2021).
Table 5 below describes the responsibilities, State agencies, and Federal agencies that assist with
each emergency support function (Governor's Office of Homeland Security, Emergency
Preparedness State of Louisiana, 2022, U.S. Department of Homeland Security FEMA, 2020)
Table 9: The United States Emergency Support Functions
Emergency Support Functions

Responsibility

States Agencies

Federal Agencies

-Department of Transportation and
Development

U.S. Department of
Transportation

#2 Communication

-Manage transportation system and
infrastructure during domestic threat or
disasters
-Restore and direct emergency communication
between Federal, State, and local departments

-Governor’s Office of Homeland
Security and Emergency
- Local and State Police
- State National Guard

-U.S. Department of Homeland
Security/ Cybersecurity and
Infrastructure Security Agency
-Department of Defense

#3 Public Works
& Engineering

-Removal of Debris and Wreckage
-Levee Support
- Roadway Maintenance

-Department of Transportation and
Development
-Protection and Restoration
Authority

- U.S. Department of Defense
-U.S. Army Corps of
Engineering

#4 Firefighting

-Fire investigation
- Managing structure, forest, rural and wooded
are fires

- State and local Fire Marshal
- Department of Agriculture and
Forestry

- U.S. Department of
Agriculture and Forest Service
- U.S. Department of
Homeland Security
- FEMA
- U.S. Fire Administration

#5 Information Planning

-Organizes information about potential and
actual incidents, and plans activities for
communities based on findings

- Governor’s Office of Homeland
Security and Emergency
Preparedness

- U.S. Department of
Homeland Security
- FEMA

-Provide Sheltering operation
- Provide Food supplies
- Long term/ Short term housing

-Department of Child and Family
Services
- Workforce Commission
-American Red Cross
- U.S. Department of Health and
Human Services

- U.S. Department of
Homeland Security
- FEMA
- Department of Housing and
Urban Development

-Provide support, supplies, equipment,
services, and facilities in a timely and
effective manner

- Governor’s Office of Homeland
Security and Emergency
Preparedness
- State National Guard

-U.S. Department of Homeland
Security
- U.S. General Services
Administration
- FEMA

#1 Transportation

#6 Mass Care, Emergency Assistance,
Temporary Housing, and Human Services

#7 Logistics
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Emergency Support Functions

Responsibility

States Agencies

Federal Agencies

#8 Public Health and Medical Services

-Minimize and prevent health emergencies
and health incidents from occurring
- Provide medical care and human services to
those impacted

- Department of Health and Human
Services
- State and local Hospitals
-American Red Cross

- U.S. Department of Health
and Human Services
- General Services
Administration
- Department of Homeland
Security

-Provides Search and Rescue for Structural
Collapses, Maritime/Coastal/ Waterborne, and
Land following man-made and natural
disasters

-Department of Wildlife and
Fisheries
- State and local Fire Marshals
--Department of Homeland
Security

- FEMA
- U.S. Coast Guard
- Department of Interior/
National Parks

-Support and respond to actual and potential
discharge/ release of oil or hazardous
materials using the Hazardous Substance
Pollution Contingency Plan (NCP)

-Department of Environmental
Quality
- State and local Police
Departments
- State and local Oil Spill
Coordinator’s Office

- U.S. Environmental
Protection Agency
- Department of Homeland
Security
U.S. Coast Guard
- Department of Health and
Human Services

-Provide animal response and relief
- Coordinate evacuation and sheltering of pets
- Ensure safety of National food supply

-Department of Agriculture and
Forestry
-American Red Cross

-U.S. Department of
Agriculture
- National Animal Rescue and
Sheltering Coalition

-Asses and collects information on energy
system outages in affected areas at National,
local, and state levels

- Department of Natural Resources
- Public Service Commissions
-Department of Health and Human
Services

- U.S. Department of Energy
-U.S. Department of Homeland
Security
- Environmental Protection
Agency

#13 Public Safety and Security

-Provides public safety and security assistance
to National, state, and local organization
overwhelmed by natural, man-made or
terrorism disasters

-Department of Justice
- State and local police
departments

- U.S. Department of Justice
- Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco,
Firearms, and Explosives
- Department of Defense

#14 Cross- Sector Business and Infrastructure

-Coordinates the stabilization of key supplies
and community lifelines between
infrastructure owners, operators, business and
government partners

- Department of Homeland
Security
- Cybersecurity and Infrastructure
Security Agency (CISA)
- Federal Emergency Management

#15 External Affairs

- Delivers accurate and timely information to
governments, media, community's regarding
incidents

- Governor’s office of Homeland
Security and Emergency
Preparedness
-Department of Homeland Security

- U.S. Army Corps of
Engineers
- Small Business
Administration
- Department of Housing and
Urban Development
All Federal Agencies

#9 Search and Rescue

#10 Oil & Hazardous Materials Response

#11 Agriculture and Natural Resources

#12 Energy

(Governor's Office of Homeland Security &Emergency Preparedness, State of Louisiana, 2022,
U.S. Department of Homeland Security FEMA, 2020)
The Federal government can use the Emergency Support Function (ESF) to deliver the
best possible assistance at the Federal, State, and local levels before and after a natural or manmade disaster. Once The Federal government determines the proper ESF to utilize based on the
disaster, an Emergency Response Team (ERT) will be deployed. An Emergency Response Team
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is led by a FEMA team leader and is composed of FEMA program support staff and ESF
representatives (U.S. Department of Homeland Security FEMA, 2003). The Emergency
Response, once deployed, aids in assisting State and local governments.
However, State and local responders are already attempting to respond to the major
disaster. The local first responders combine their efforts with volunteer agencies, local officials,
and local governments. From there the Govern activates the States Emergency Operations Plan
(EOC), meaning the States and community resources need additional assistance from FEMA to
effectively respond to the disaster or emergency (Federal Emergency Management Agency,
2003). Once there is a request for FEMA’s assistance, a preliminary damage assessment (PDA)
will be conducted to assess the individual needs of the areas impacted. Preliminary damage
assessments (PDA), analyze the damage, survey the area, document both with photographs and
other written documents, and must be submitted within 30-days. After completing the PDA, the
Public Assistance Program provides immediate emergency funding for communities most
impacted by the disaster. Immediate funding covers 50% of the federal portion of the PDA
estimates for emergency work; this can include but is not limited to removal of the debris (U.S.
Department of Homeland Security FEMA, 2003).
Types of Government Assistance
Federal Government disaster assistance is categorized in 3 ways including: (1)
individuals and businesses, (2) public assistance, and (3) hazard mitigation assistance. The table
below gives a brief description of the types of government assistance and what they do.
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Table 10: Types of Government Assistance Available
Type of Government Assistance

Description

Individuals and Businesses

Available to individuals, families, and businesses
including: disaster housing, unemployment,
individuals and family grants, legal, crisis counseling,
tax relief, and agriculture assistance
Small business can apply loans for repairs

Public Assistance

Funding assistance for State and local government
that repair or replace essential public systems and
facilities

Hazard Mitigation

Federal assistance to support areas that have a long
history of vulnerability due to loss of human life and
properties from particular hazards

(Federal Emergency Management, 2003)
Individual and Businesses Assistance
The Federal government provides funds to assist individuals, families, and businesses
following an emergency or disaster that causes destruction or impacts a person’s life. Major
Federal agencies involved include: FEMA, the Small Business Administration (SBA), the
Department of Housing and Urban Development (HUD), The Department of Labor, the U.S.
Department of Agriculture, the Department of Veteran Affairs, and The Department of Health
and Human Services (HHS) (FEMA, 2003). These agencies work together to deliver resources
to impacted communities that require assistance with disaster housing, unemployment benefits,
individual and family grants, legal services, crisis counseling, tax relief services, and agriculture
assistance, due toa man-made or natural disaster.
Public Assistance
The Federal Government provides funds to the public through FEMA’s Public Assistance
Program, which supplies additional grants to state, local, tribal, territorial government, and other
types of private non-profits to aid communities in responding to or recovering from major
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disasters or emergencies (Department of Homeland Security FEMA, 2021). Grants provided
through the Public Assistance Program can be used for future emergency supplies and repairs or
restoration that need to be made to damaged facilities that are not covered by insurance.
Applicants eligible to apply for assistance consist of State or local governments, Indian tribes,
and local non-profit organizations that provide essential services to the community. Those
essential services include: medical facilities, emergency facilities, utilities, educational facilities,
and custodial care facilities (U.S. Department of Homeland Security FEMA, 2003). As
previously listed with the help of multiple Federal agencies, including FEMA, can receive public
assistance following a man-made or natural disaster.
Hazard Mitigation Assistance
The Hazard Mitigation Assistance Grant Program (HMGP) delivers grants to eligible
State and local governments after a disaster has been declared (U.S. Department of Homeland
Security FEMA, 2003). The HMGP allocated funds to assist with the cost of mitigation measures
that will strengthen infrastructure to withstand major natural disasters. Some of the
improvements that can be made to infrastructure will protect lives and property from future
damages. These changes will be beneficial in the future to reduce personal loss, save lives,
reduce future costs and decrease the need for Federal, State, and local responses and recovery
from natural disasters.
Chapter Conclusion
In recent years, the United States has encountered an increased number of frequent,
severe, and costly natural disasters resulting from climate change. In the history of the United
States, hurricanes and other types of natural disasters have contributed to millions of human lives
lost, impacts on the economy, destruction of infrastructure and other properties, and cost billions
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Chapter III
METHODOLOGY
Research Design
Using historical content analysis and systematic review, information regarding federal
disaster relief and funding has been identified and reviewed. The research used this design and
review to collect, verify, and synthesize information about the relationship between federal
disaster relief funding and the increased occurrence of natural disasters in the United States. The
sources used consisted of a mix of secondary sources and a variety of primary sources. Through
the examination of past sources and documents, the author gained a better understanding and
interpretation of the research questions.
Procedures for Collecting Data
Best practice recommends information from both the United Nations and U.S. Federal
Government agencies, including: Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA), The
Department of Homeland Security (DHS), The U.S. General Service Administration, The
Department of Environmental Protection Agency, The U.S. Department of Labor, and the U.S.
Department of Commerce. Data was also collated using a number of other National
organizations such as, The National Center for Environmental Information, The National
Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration, The Congressional Research Service, The American
National Red Cross, and the Salvation Army.
Information was obtained through the University of Northern Iowa’s Rod Library and
Google Scholar. Phrases such as “Disaster Relief Funding”, “Impacts of Climate Change and
Natural Disasters”, and “United State Federal Government Response to Natural Disaster”.
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Additional sources were identified and examined from previously located articles. Furthermore,
information was obtained using resources from Federal Government Databases, along with other
books and articles relating to disaster relief in the United States.
Researchers Bias/Perspective
While there is no data collection for the paper there are other forms of bias that could
have impacted the research. The researcher has experienced or been affected by a natural
disaster. Physical experiences with a government response following a natural disaster may
affect the perspective of the topic. Additionally, personal experience and bias with the federal
government may have impacted the perspective of the researcher during the research.
Experiences and the quantity of natural disasters may affect the way the research is understood.
Furthermore, the number of disasters experienced, the severity of them, and past responses of the
United States Federal government, may have the potential to bias the assumptions, and
motivations regarding interpretation.
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CHAPTER IV CONCLUSION AND DISCUSSION
Natural disasters have been around for centuries, and the need for developing an
emergency management or disaster relief program has been known from the time the United
States was first impacted by the New Hampshire fire disaster of 1803. However, in the early
stages of developing these federal disaster relief programs, it seemed like a short- term problem.
Catastrophic disasters and emergencies were seen as something to not likely happen or these
events were more likely to impact someone else (Schroeder et al. 2001). This attitude would
lead to many failed responses to prepare or respond to a traumatic event in a timely manner, and
lead to losses of both infrastructure and human lives.
U.S. Emergency Management Foundational Policies and Programs: The first ever emergency
management act to be signed into the legislature by congress, was the 1934 Flood Control Act.
This Act allowed the U.S. Army Corps of Engineering the ability to create flood control projects
that would protect communities and people living in floodplains and large bodies of water
(Haddow, et al. 2003) This Act would later be renamed the National Flood Insurance Act, that
would create the National Flood Insurance program to protect residential property owners in
flood plains and is still used today by DHS and FEMA. The second major act to be passed by
Congress was the Disaster Relief Act that was first signed in 1950 and would be revised several
years later in 1966, 1970, and 1974. The Disaster Relief Act was originally created for the
President to grant federal assistance to State and local governments to provide aid when their
own resources became overwhelmed or had run out (P.L. 81-875; 64 Stat. 1109.) The revision in
both 1966 and 1977 further extended disaster assistance to public universities and facilities, as
well as, creating federal programs to provide temporary housing, debris removal, and replace
State or local facilities (P.L. 89-769. and P.L. 91-606). The last revision made in 1974 called for
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the creation of more preparedness programs and the formation of declaring a state of emergency
following a major disaster.
This study explores the historical and current status of federal funding for disaster relief
in the United States. The study will evaluate the relief programs available for those impacted by
extreme weather events and natural disasters. Finally, the study will make recommendations for
changes to assist those impacted by a natural disaster.
The Research questions for this paper were as follows:
Research Question 1: Has FEMA funding for Natural disasters, i.e., hurricanes changed over
the past 20 years?
Research Question 2: What have been some of the FEMA programs that have been
implemented?
Research Question 2a: What immediate relief is available for those impacted by a
natural disaster in the United States?
Research Question 2b: What programs are available for those impacted by a natural
disaster in the United States?
Research Question 3: What funding recommendation or changes need to occur for there to
be a dramatic change in vulnerable areas in areas where hurricanes frequently are increasing in
frequency and intensity?
Research Q1: Disaster Relief and Emergency Management Past 20 Years
In the past 20 years, there have been several major policies and programs that have been
developed to further improve the already existing one. Many of these programs were created
following failed responses or the disaster overwhelmed the current system that was already in
place. These systems are in place to provide federal assistance and resources for States, local,
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and voluntary agencies in the event of a disaster. Some of the most significant ones used today
consist of the Stafford Act, the Federal Response Plan, the National Preparedness Goal, and the
National Preparedness System. Each plays a role in the response, recovery, and the provided
funds need to provide government assistance.
In the 2000s, the United States was impacted by two major disasters that would truly
define just how prepared and equipped the U.S. was to handle. Some of these instances include:
the 2001 9/11 terrorist attacks that affect three States and cause massive casualties, the extreme
hurricane seasons of 2004 (4 major storm), and 2005 (Hurricane Katrina), these storms were
some of the most destructive and devasting storm in U.S. history, claiming millions of live and
destroy homes and infrastructure in their paths. The combination of these two catastrophic and
destructive hurricane seasons left Federal, State, and local government emergency management
agencies overwhelmed and running out of resources. Hurricane Katrina left more than 1,800
people dead, resulted in billion-dollar losses of infrastructure and the economy, and relocated
families all around the United States (U.S. Department of Homeland Security FEMA, 2019).
This would lead to criticism and leave millions of people struggling to pick up the pieces
and get resources to aid them in recovery. As a result, the Federal government needed to learn
from their mistakes and decide and as a result, more federal programs were generated to produce
a better framework and plan for the future. One year later in 2006, Congress passed the PostKatrina Act, that would give FEMA back the control to be the main advisor to the President for
all emergency management. This Act also promised to reduce loss of lives, property, and create a
nation that was focused on preparedness, protection, response, recovery and mitigation (U.S.
Department of Homeland Security FEMA, 2019). This was a step in the right direction and
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FEMA was now in charge of all preparedness programs, and building stronger relationships and
capabilities for emergency management.
Another change occurred later in 2008, when President Obama created the Presidential
Policy Directive: that recognized once again the need for a national preparedness system and
goal for the United States. The National Preparedness System and the National Preparedness
Goal both created in 2011, emphasized a national approach to preparing for threats and hazards
that pose a significant risk to the country. These new federal preparedness measures would be
tested, when Hurricane Sandy stretched from Maine to Florida, leaving millions without power
and millions of dollars in damages. A few months later, Congress passed the Sandy Recovery
Improvement Act of 2013, to provide greater flexibility to overseeing assistance programs,
improving the efficiency of the Nation’s response and recovery from major disasters like
Hurricane Harvey, Maria, and Irma (U.S. Department of Homeland Security FEMA, 2020).
Research Q2: Federal programs with direct community impact
Immediate Disaster Assistance: Individuals needing immediate services or lack access to
any form of technology due to the severity of the storm, can visit a FEMA Disaster Recovery
Center (DRCs). DRCs are onsite facilities and mobile offices set up to provide assistance to
affected communities (U.S. Department of Homeland Security, 2022). DRC offers education
about disaster assistance programs, application for relief programs, help to find housing or rental
assistance, and get referrals to agencies that offer other assistance, among other services.
Individuals can also seek out organizations such as the American Red Cross, Salvation Army,
National Guard, and other local no profits in their area. These organizations offer families and
individuals a safe place to seek refuge, shelter, meals, health services, emotional and spiritual
care, mental health services, long-term disaster recovery plans, and financial help (The American
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Red Cross, 2022, The Salvation Army USA, 2022). These two organizations also assist first
responders and government officials in providing clean up supplies and mobile emergency
supplies to neighborhoods not able to reach shelters.
Disaster Recovery and Government Assistance Programs: States can begin a joint
preliminary damage assessment with FEMA and State officials. Once preliminary damage
assessment reports are completed, supplemental assistance will become available once a state of
emergency is declared, and the State Emergency Operation Plan is activated. The government
then activated the Federal Response Plan (FRP) to mobilize federal resources and manage State
and Local government response and other volunteer organizations (U.S. Department of
Homeland Security FEMA, 2019) are still used today. The FPR provides 15 major areas of
emergency support functions (See Table 8) that deliver assistance to the affected areas
determined by the federal or local government.
Following this assessment individuals and local governments can begin the recovery
process and apply for federal and non- federal assistance. Basic federal government disaster
assistance is split into three categories, including: individual and business, public assistance, and
hazard mitigation assistance. Some of the major assistance programs that individuals can apply
for through Disaster Assistance.gov include: (1) Disaster Assistance and Emergency Relief
Programs for Individuals and Businesses, (2) Disaster Legal Services, (3) Disaster Supplemental
Nutrition Assistance Program, (4) Disaster Unemployment Assistance, (5) FEMA Individuals
and Household Program (IHP), (6) House and Property Disaster Loans, (7) Housing Choice
Voucher Program (Section 8), (9) HUD Public Housing Program, (10) National Flood Insurance
Program (NFIP), and (11) Business and Industry Loan (U.S. Department of Homeland Security
FEMA, n.d.) The government also provides a variety of assistance programs depending on the
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type of disaster or emergency, and the location of where it occurred. Additionally, individuals
can take a quick questionnaire to determine the assistance needed to assist them in their personal
recovery.
Research Q3: Recommendations for the Future
The United States Federal Government has long recognized the need to have a prepared
and functional organization to respond to any disasters or emergencies that occur in the United
States. The increased severity, frequency, and intensity of natural disasters continue to rise. Now
is the time for Federal, States, local, and Tribal territories to be proactive in maintaining the
highest level of preparedness and programs for catastrophic climate and weather-related disasters
or emergencies. Over time the federal government has implemented various programs, policies,
and frameworks aimed at preparing all levels of government to respond to potential disasters and
emergencies. However, FEMA has faced many setbacks and received criticism from the general
public and other levels of government. Following a major disaster or emergency, FEMA and
DHS publish an After-Action Report (AAR) to summarize and analyze previous events, reaccess decisions made, and consider alternative decisions to prepare for further disaster. As a
result of the AAR, policies and programs used during the emergency or disaster event could be
revised and improved to respond better and better serve the communities impacted.
There are still many research gaps within Federal disaster relief and emergency
management. While the government has created many acts, programs, and policies to improve
and increase the level of preparation and resources or assistance to those impacted, the
government and FEMA are still falling short in some areas. For example, when examining
several FEMA After-Action Reports (AAR) identified the need for improved communication
across all federal agencies and local communities responding to the disaster, the response needs
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to be survivor centered, and the need to efficiently and effectively deliver needed resources to
areas impacted by the disaster. These reports are used not to criticize FEMA and the
community’s response to the disaster but to help them adapt and learn ways to better prepare for
the next disaster.
While FEMA is the most recognized federal agency for disaster preparation and relief,
other government agencies assist as well. Combined with FEMA’s efforts, the U.S. The
Department of Defense and other federal agencies recognized the need to assist and respond to
larger-scale disasters. The U.S. Department of Defense deploys military personnel through the
National Guard. The National Guard is a vital member in assisting not only FEMA, but also
other agencies and organizations that provide relief and recovery services. The national guard
provides essential services and resources to community members who cannot get to distribution
centers or civilians who find themselves trapped due to a major disaster. The support of the
national guard provides assistance to already overwhelmed state and local first responders by
providing transportation, evacuation measures, clearing debris, providing security and
parameters, and an organized plan to respond and start the recovery process for those impacted.
Climate change and natural disasters are macro-level problems that cannot be solved
overnight. In response to these major disasters and changes in our climate, all nations need to
work together to adapt and organize relief efforts for all populations. Addressing changes that
need to be made on a global, national, state, and local community level are all great steps in the
right direction that must occur rapidly.
Other general recommendations include: (1) utilizing ARR reports and partnerships with
weather and climate experts to better understand the changes and challenges that climate change
poses on human life and the weather patterns of future generations, (2) prioritizing the need of
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making federal funding and assistance programs accessible to all population in a timely manner,
(3) Adapting current programs and developing new programs to fit the needs of the particular
populations and disaster, (4) building stronger relationships and communication between federal,
states, local, and tribal governments to coordinate all preparedness, response, and recovery
efforts, (5) Ensuring that all FEMA employees, volunteers, and responders are properly trained,
have proper qualification, and some type of education or backgrounds in Emergency
Management.
The above recommendations combined with government reports and other research that
was analyzed can assist in creating a better national response to all disasters. The U.S.
government in partnership with FEMA and other federal agencies that support efforts to prepare,
respond, recover, and develop mitigation plans for all citizens needs to become a priority as
climate change and major disasters continue to impact our environment. The increased change in
our environment and increased number of catastrophic disasters, will continue to impact all
populations in the United States, worldwide, and future generations. While there is no way to
prevent them, it is vital to plan and prepare all populations to ultimately decrease the overall
impact and damages that major disasters leave behind.
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